A Carpet Factory that Functions Like a Forest
A Biomimicry 3.8 Project Example

Client

What We Did

Interface, Inc.

In the first phase of this groundbreaking pilot project, the

Industry
Built Environment &
Manufacturing

Biomimicry 3.8 team established a process for setting quantitative
goals to mimic ecosystem services on a per-acre basis with the
ultimate goal of propelling the factory beyond sustainability
by defining what it means for the factory to do business in a

Challenge

regenerative way.

Make a manufacturing facility

Outcome

functionally indistinguishable
from its native forest habitat

Biomimicry 3.8’s work resulted in a three-step process for
establishing ecological performance metrics specific to the factory
site. The next phase of the project is on-going, and includes
determining quantifiable metrics, assembling an interdisciplinary
design team to close the gap between existing facility performance
and ecological performance, and working closely with Interface
leadership to ensure continuity with company goals and initiatives.
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How We Did It
To begin, the Biomimicry 3.8 team answered two questions: How
do you determine what environmental benefits a native wildland
would generate in a specific location? And how do you set equivalent
ecological performance standards (EPS) for things like fresh water
production, climate regulation, soil formation, and cultural heritage?
Our work included studying the existing biome and ecosystem site
conditions at an Interface manufacturing facility and identifying a wellresearched reference habitat for the ecoregion, a River Flat Eucalypt
Forest on Coastal Floodplains. Using this research, B3.8 interpreted the
key ecological dynamics of the ecoregion, which can be translated into
ecosystem services and prioritized for short- to long-term facility goals.
Along with identifying crucial ecological intelligence information, our
work determined appropriate biomimetic integration that aligned with
Interface’s visionary long-term sustainability goals and initiatives.

Extracted from the report, “Factory as a Forest: Ecological Performance Standards”
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